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ABSTRACT   

Recently we demonstrated a novel and simplified model enabling to calculate the voltage dependent retardance provided 
by parallel aligned liquid crystal devices (PA-LCoS) for a very wide range of incidence angles and any wavelength in the 
visible. To our knowledge it represents the most simplified approach still showing predictive capability. Deeper insight 
into the physics behind the simplified model is necessary to understand if the parameters in the model are physically 
meaningful. Since the PA-LCoS is a black-box where we do not have information about the physical parameters of the 
device, we cannot perform this kind of analysis using the experimental retardance measurements. In this work we 
develop realistic simulations for the non-linear tilt of the liquid crystal director across the thickness of the liquid crystal 
layer in the PA devices. We consider these profiles to have a sine-like shape, which is a good approximation for typical 
ranges of applied voltage in commercial PA-LCoS microdisplays. For these simulations we develop a rigorous method 
based on the split-field finite difference time domain (SF-FDTD) technique which provides realistic retardance values. 
These values are used as the experimental measurements to which the simplified model is fitted. From this analysis we 
learn that the simplified model is very robust, providing unambiguous solutions when fitting its parameters. We also 
learn that two of the parameters in the model are physically meaningful, proving a useful reverse-engineering approach, 
with predictive capability, to probe into internal characteristics of the PA-LCoS device. 

Keywords: Liquid-crystal devices, Parallel-aligned, Birefringence, Spatial light modulators, Displays, Finite-Difference 
Time-Domain, Split-Field. 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Parallel-aligned liquid crystal on silicon microdisplays (PA-LCoS)[1][2] are widely used as SLMs in a wide range of 
applications[3][4]. They enable phase-only modulation of light wavefronts without coupled amplitude modulation, and 
with millions of addressable pixels. They can be thought as variable linear retarders whose linear retardance is tuned by 
the applied voltage, and as such they are also interesting devices for spatial modulation of the state of polarization (SOP) 
of the light wavefront[5]. They can also be used for amplitude modulation[6]. We have also tested their validity for binary 
intensity and for hybrid ternary modulation, which are interesting modulation regimes in holographic memories[7]. Proper 
characterization of their linear retardance ensures optimal performance in applications. We proposed time-averaged 
Stokes polarimetry[5] as an advanced technique which enables robust linear retardance characterization in the presence of 
flicker, which is a typical degradation phenomenom found in most of LCoS devices[8][9][10]. 

We recently proposed[11] a reverse-engineering model with predictive capability, based on only three parameters: two 
off-state (non-voltage dependent), and one on-state (voltage-dependent). To our knowledge, it represents the most 
simplified approach still showing predictive capability. From a limited amount of measurements, the three parameters in 
the model are fitted, and then the model is able to provide the voltage dependent retardance for a very wide range of 
incidence angles and any wavelength in the visible. We demonstrated the good agreement between theoretical and 
experimental results with errors smaller than 5%. Since in general, when using commercial PA-LCoS devices 
manufacturers do not give the values of the construction parameters of the device and the liquid crystal material, in the 
present work we implement a computational simulation of a virtual PA-LC. For the tilt angle profile we consider a sine-
like analytical approximation to the realistic non-homogeneous voltage dependent tilt angle profiles[12][13]. Calculation of 
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the retardance for this virtual PA-LC cell is accomplished by using the split-field finite-difference time-domain (SF-
FDTD) method[14][15][16], which provides rigorous results for the Maxwell equations together with an efficient use of the 
computing resources. The sine-like profile is an analytic approximation to the realistic tilt angle profile, which is easier 
to apply and whose accuracy is good enough as long as the applied voltage is not very large. Within the sine-like 
approximation we find that one of the two off-state parameters, the so-called optical path difference OPD, and the on-
state parameter, the equivalent tilt angle, agree very well with the physical values assigned to the construction parameters 
for the virtual PA-LC cell. Therefore the reverse-engineering model is actually a semi-physical model able to probe into 
some of the internal properties of PA-LC devices. This is an added value to the simplified model. In the next Section we 
introduce the basics of the simplified model together with the details of the construction of the virtual PA-LC cell. In 
Section 3 we show the results obtained when the model is used to fit the SF-FDTD calculated retardances. Eventually, 
the main conclusions are given in Section 4. 

 

2. REVERSE-ENGINEERING MODEL AND VIRTUAL PA-LC CELL 
2.1 Simplified model 

 
Figure 1. Diagram for the PA-LC cell considered in the model proposed. 

 
We present the basic details of the reverse-engineering simplified model. Further details are available in the previous 
papers where the model was proposed[11]. Actually, its validity was demonstrated against experimental measurements 
from a commercial reflective PA-LCoS device. In Fig. 1 we show its general diagram for a reflective cell with a cell gap 
d . Incidence plane and LC director are along the XZ plane. LC molecules have their director axis (optical axis) aligned 
at an angle M  with respect to the traversing light beam direction. LCT  is the refraction angle in the LC medium. The 
director axis tilts an angle D  with respect to the entrance face as a function of the applied voltage V. This is the only 
voltage dependent magnitude, i.e. � �VD . At the backplane the light beam is reflected and a second passage is produced 
across the LC layer whose effect is equivalent to a forward propagation at an angle incT� . In the model we define two 
off-state parameters, combination of the LC indexes ordinary and extraordinary, no and ne, together with the cell gap d . 
These parameters are odnOPL   and ndOPD ' , which correspond respectively to the magnitudes of the optical path 
length for the ordinary component and the optical path difference between extraordinary and ordinary components. 
Proper derivation leads to the following analytical expression for the retardance[11], 
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According to Fig. 1, angle M  is given by, 

 � � � � � �incLCinc VV TTDSTM #� 
2

,      (2) 

, where the minus (plus) sign applies for the forward (backward) passage. The total retardance in the PA-LCoS is given 
by the addition of the forward and backward retardances. In the case of normal incidence and LC director axis parallel to 
the entrance face, then Eq. (1) simplifies into the well-known expression OS nd' * 2 . Our model produces a much 
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simpler expression and reduces the number of parameters when compared with the exact expressions for a homogeneous 
uniaxial anisotropic plate as we demonstrated[11] with experimental measurements. 

2.2 Virtual PA-LC cell 

To evaluate the physical significance of the three parameters in the model we consider the nematic LC E7 at room 
temperature (20ºC) and a cell gap of 2 µm. The LC mixture E7 is one of the classical compounds found in the literature 
dealing with LC devices[17]. We apply a sine-like tilt angle profile, which is a valid approximation as long as the applied 
voltages are small enough not to produce a saturation in the tilt angle. In many situations, availability of analytical 
expressions is a very interesting situation since parameters are then easier to be analysed to obtain the necessary in-depth 
physical insight. In the case of tilt angle profiles there is also an interest in obtaining analytic expressions for the tilt 
angle profiles as done by Abdulhalim and Menashe[13]. In the sine profile, the tilt angle D  across the cell thickness z  
varies as, 

 � �dz /sinmax SDD        (3) 

, where d  is the cell gap, and maxD  is the maximum tilt angle, which occurs in the midlayer of the cell. In Fig. 2 we show 

the sine-like tilt profile for various maxD  values. We consider the normalized thickness parameter dzz /'  in the X-

axis. We consider maxD  values in the interval from 0 to 70º since, as we will see in next Section, when fitting the on-state 

parameter � �VD  we obtain that its values are within the range found already in commercial devices[11]. 

 

Figure 2. LC director sine-like tilt angle profiles across the thickness of the cell and for various maxD  values (in the legend). 

As refractive indices we use the tabulated values provided in the paper by Li et al.[17] and interpolate them using the 
Cauchy relation to produce additional values at other wavelengths. In Table 1 we show the values for the ordinary and 
the extraordinary refractive index at wavelengths 633, 532 and 473 nm, which are the ones selected to compare with the 
results provided by the simplified model. Indeed the retardance is calculated for a total of 18 different equidistant 
wavelengths running from 473 to 634 nm across the whole visible spectrum. 

Table 1. Values for the refractive indices for the three wavelengths specifically analysed in the paper. 

Ȝ (nm) ne no 
633 1.7371 1.5189 
532 1.7646 1.5289 
473 1.7935 1.5384 

 

Once we generate the LC director profiles, then we apply the SF-FDTD to simulate the propagation of the incident 
electromagnetic field across the PA-LC cell. We consider the LC cell composed of the LC layer with a perfectly 
conducting mirror at the rear surface. The glass window at the entrance is not considered. This has only a residual impact 
in the degree of realism of the simulation and has the benefit of reducing significantly the number of points, thus the 
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memory resources needed, sampling the cell structure: the LC layer is 2 µm thick, whereas the glass window is typically 
a few millimeters thick, thus needing many more points in the sampling grid. To the entrance interface air-LC layer we 
add an antireflection (AR) thin film structure for the visible spectrum[18], mimicking the usual AR coating found in PA-
LCoS devices. 

According to the experimental method we use, the time-average Stokes polarimetric technique[11], we illuminate with 
light linearly polarized at 45º with respect to the director axis of the LC layer at the entrance face. The SF-FDTD 
provides the values for the electric field at the output of the reflective PA-LC cell. This enables to calculate the phase-
shift between the electric field component polarized along the LC-director axis and the one orthogonally polarized. This 
phase-shift is the retardance of the PA-LC cell. In Fig. 3 (a), (b) and (c) we show the retardances as a function of maxD  

calculated using the SF-FDTD approach for the virtual PA-LC and for the three wavelengths 633, 532 and 473 nm 
respectively. In the SF-FDTD calculations we consider angles of incidence at 0º (normal incidence), 3º, 25º, 35º and 45º, 
which cover a wide range of working conditions found in applications[19][20]. In Fig. 3, we represent angles 3º, 25º, 35º 
and 45º (see legend) since results at 0º and at 3º are almost equal. We clearly appreciate the non-linear monotonous 
decrease of retardance with maxD . We also verify that the retardance dynamic range becomes shorter for larger angles of 

incidence, which was also found in the experimental measurements in previous papers[19][20]. 

(a) (b) (c)  

Figure 3. Retardance SF-FDTD simulated measurements for the various incidence angles (in the legend) and for the 
wavelengths: (a) 633 nm, (b) 532 nm, and (c) 473 nm. 

We also produce by simulation the values for the off-state, i.e. when no voltage is applied to the device. To this goal we 
directly consider the results produced by the homogeneous uniaxial anisotropic slab expressions[21]: in the off-state the 
LC device has a uniform LC director distribution and the exact expression can be used with a higher accuracy. In Table 2 
we show the retardance for the 5 angles of incidence and for the three wavelengths for the off-state. 

Table 2. Values for the retardance in the off-state. 

Ȝ (nm) Incidence angle (deg) 
 0 3 25 35 45 

633 496.4 496.1 476.8 459.6 439.3 
532 638.0 637.6 613.1 591.4 565.7 
473 776.6 776.2 746.7 720.6 689.7 

 

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
To obtain the parameters in the model we fit the analytical expression to the simulated experimental results, which are 
generated with the SF-FDTD technique and the virtual PA-LC cell. In a first step we fit the off-state parameters, OPD 
and OPL, using the off-state retardance values in Table 2. These off-state parameters are wavelength dependent but do 
not depend on the angle of incidence. Afterwards, we fit the tilt angle, which depends on the applied voltage. We use the 
measurements taken at 3º and 35º for calibration of the model parameters, and the other two measurements, at 25º and 
45º, to validate and analyse its predictive capability. 
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To serve as a reference, in Table 3 we give the true values for OPD and OPL calculated according to the refractive 
indices and cell gap value from Table 1. The fitted values obtained for OPD and OPL are given in Table 4. The figure of 
merit F2 to be minimized combines two squared differences: on one hand between theoretical and simulated retardance 
values normalized by the simulated value, and on the other hand between the theoretical and simulated ratios of the 
retardance values for the pair of incidence angles considered (3º and 35º) normalized by the simulated ratio. These two 
normalized squared differences are added up for the three wavelengths. This minimized value for F2 is given for each set 
of fitted parameters in Table 4 (2nd row). We want to remark that the theoretical expressions are nonlinear and to start the 
iterative optimization process we have to assign initial values to the parameters OPD and OPL. As we already 
demonstrated[11] our model provides the same resulting OPD and OPL values for a very wide range of starting values, 
thus not showing multiple, i.e. ambiguous, solutions. Then, in the third row we show the mean square error difference 
(MSE), which serves to validate the goodness of the agreement between theory and experiment for the on-state fitting of 
the tilt angle � �VD  parameter. The figure of merit MSE is given by the square difference at each voltage between the 
theoretical and simulated retardance values normalized by the simulated value, added up for the whole range of voltages 
and for both incidences at 3º and 35º, and then divided by the total number of samples to produce a mean value. The on-
state results will be later shown in the figures. 

Table 3. Values for the OPD and OPL parameters calculated from the cell gap and the indices of refraction in Table 1. 

Ȝ (nm) 633 532 473 
OPD(µm) 0.4364 0.4714 0.5102 
OPL(µm) 3.0378 3.0578 3.0768 

 

Table 4. OPD and OPL values obtained from the fitting procedure and for different values for ݊ . Figures of merit for the 
off-state F2 and for the on-state MSE comparison between theoretical and experimental results in 2nd and 3rd rows 

݊ 1.50 1.59 1.60 1.61 1.62 1.65 1.70 
F2 Off-State 4.8x10-5 1.8x10-24 7.1x10-28 2.2x10-18 2.8x10-20 3.7x10-26 2.5x10-20 

MSE On-State 0.00050 0.00059 0.00060 0.00060 0.00060 0.00061 0.00063 
 (µm) (µm) (µm) (µm) (µm) (µm) (µm) 

OPD(633 nm) 0.4369 0.4364 0.4364 0.4364 0.4364 0.4364 0.4364 
OPL(633 nm) 24.02x106 7.8298 6.8456 6.0775 5.4614 4.1772 2.9829 
OPD(532 nm) 0.4722 0.4714 0.4714 0.4714 0.4714 0.4714 0.4714 
OPL(532 nm) 39.89x106 9.9576 8.5336 7.4609 6.6237 4.9421 3.4506 
OPD(473 nm) 0.5113 0.5102 0.5102 0.5102 0.5102 0.5102 0.5102 
OPL(473 nm) 49.53x106 12.9004 10.7767 9.2462 8.0910 5.8679 3.9977 

 

In Table 4 we show the results obtained for OPD and OPL for the three wavelengths and for different values of ݊ (first 
row). We show ݊ values ranging from 1.5 to 1.7, which fall within the typical range of values for liquid crystals. 
Specifically if we take into account the refractive indices for E7 in Table 1, the average refractive index, calculated as 
ሺ݊  ʹ݊ሻ ͵Τ , is 1.59, 1.61 and 1.62 respectively for the wavelengths 633, 532 and 473 nm. The average of the three 
values is 1.61. 

In Table 4, the best MSE is obtained for ݊ ൌ ͳǤͷͲ, where we actually obtain clearly a worse F2. This may seem 
contradictory but if we look at the MSE values, we see that they are very close to each other through the whole range of 
݊ simulated. If we take a look at the OPD values for the three wavelengths, we see that they are similar to the four 
decimal number with respect to the ones shown in Table 3, except for ݊ ൌ ͳǤͷͲ where it is similar to the third decimal 
number, which is still a very good agreement. Values for OPL show a larger range of variation and we also observe that 
they do not coincide with the values in Table 3. Then, we can assure that OPD is actually a physically meaningful 
parameter whose value can be obtained with the technique proposed, which is robust to the value considered for ݊. 
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Now, we fix the values for OPD and OPL in Eq. (1) and fit the tilt angle � �VD , in Eq. (2). In this work, the role played 

by the voltage is actually expressed as a function of the maximum tilt angle maxD . Then the fitting procedure provides 

the relation � �maxDD . To apply the expression in Eq. (1) we consider the off-state solution in Table 4 for OPD and OPL 

obtained when ݊ ൌ ͳǤͲ, where F2 in Table 4 showed the lowest value. The same figure of merit function F2 is now 
used for the on-state fitting procedure, and the optimization is run independently for each of the maxD  values. As 

experimental retardance we consider the FDTD values for incidence angles at 3º and 35º. In Fig. 4 (a) and (b) we show 
the retardance versus voltage plots for the theoretical fitting using the model (continuous line) and the experimental-
FDTD data (dots) respectively for the incidence angles at 3º and 35º, and for the three wavelengths. We note that 
theoretical and FDTD results agree very well with each other at both incidences and for the three wavelengths. 

 (a) (b)  

Figure 4. FDTD-experiment (dots) and theoretical fitting with the model (continuous line) for the wavelengths 633, 532 and 
473 nm and for incidence at: (a) 3º; (b) 35º. 

In Fig. 5 we show the fitted equivalent tilt angle in the model versus maxD , labeled as “Proposed Model”. We also show 

the “Average Tilt” corresponding to the mean tilt value across the cell gap for the sine-like tilt profiles, shown in Fig. 2. 
We see that the “Average Tilt” follows a linear line, and the “Proposed Tilt” runs in parallel most of the range with a 
value about 4º larger. We might think of the “Proposed Model” tilt angle as a corrected average tilt able to provide 
correct values for the retardance of the non-homogeneous profiles. We note that we have limited our attention to a 
maximum maxD  of about 70º: within this range the fitted equivalent tilt angle runs from 0º to about 45º, which is within 

the range we found for commercial PA-LCoS microdisplays[11]. 

 
Figure 5. Fitted equivalent tilt angle as a function of maxD  for the sine profile. 

Now, using the fitted tilt angle in Fig. 5 we test the predictive capability of the model at two other angles of incidence 
not used in the calibration. In Fig. 6 (a) and (b), respectively for incidence at 25º and 45º, we show both the theoretical 
values calculated with the model (continuous line) and the FDTD-experimental values (dots). Retardance is plotted as a 
function of the model-fitted tilt angle instead of maxD . We note the good agreement between model and FDTD-
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experiment. We show quantitative evaluation of the predictive capability shown in Fig. 7 (a) and (b) respectively for 
angles of incidence 25º and 45º, where we provide the normalized retardance difference (theoretical minus FDTD-
experimental retardance normalized by the theoretical values). The model proposed predicts the retardance with relative 
uncertainties that in most of the tilt angle range is less than 5%. In general, uncertainty increases with the increase in 

maxD . These results agree with the previous from experimental retardance measurements[11]. 

(a) (b)  

Figure 6. FDTD-experiment (dots) and prediction with the model (continuous line) for the wavelengths 633, 532 and 473 nm 
and for incidence at: (a) 25º; (b) 45º. 

 (a) (b)  

Figure 7. Difference between predicted and FDTD-experimental retardance normalized by the predicted value for wavelengths 
633, 532 and 473 nm and for incidence at: (a) 25º, and (b) 45º. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
We have analysed the physical relevance of the parameters of a simplified reverse-engineering model for PA-LC 
devices. Since manufacturers do not provide the values for the parameters of commercial devices, we have simulated a 
virtual PA-LC cell and the retardance values have been calculated by applying an efficient SF-FDTD technique. SF-
FDTD is a rigorous electromagnetic approach providing realistic results. As tilt angle profile across the thickness of the 
cell we have assumed a sine-like shape. As long as applied voltages are not large enough to produce tilt angles close to 
90º, i.e. tilt saturation, this is a reasonable approximation. Furthermore, from previous experimental measurements, we 
learn that this is within the dynamic range of tilt angles in commercial PA-LCoS microdisplays, thus the sine-like 
approximation becomes a good option. The liquid crystal considered for the virtual PA-LC cell is the E7 compound and 
the cell thickness is 2 µm. 

In the application of our simplified model we have obtained that two of the three parameters, the OPD and the tilt angle, 
provide physically relevant values, thus the model can be used as a means to inspect some internal physical properties of 
the cell. In addition, we have also verified under this highly controlled environment with our virtual PA-LC cell, that its 
predictive capability is very high, with relative uncertainties lower than 5% in the calculation of the retardance across the 
whole visible spectrum and for a wide range of incidence angles from 0 to 45º. Then, the model is very versatile and easy 
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to apply, what makes it very useful to characterize the possibilities of PA-LC devices in novel applications such as in 
experiments dealing with unconventional polarization states[22][23] or in spectrum modulation[24]. 
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